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Abstract. Security properties naturally combine temporal aspects of protocols
with aspects of knowledge of the agents. Since BAN-logic, there have been several
initiatives and attempts to incorporate epistemics into the analysis of security protocols. In this paper, we give an overview of work in the field and present it in a unified
perspective, with comparisons on technical subtleties that have been employed in
different approaches.
Also, we study to which degree the use of epistemics is essential for the analysis of
security protocols. We look for formal conditions under which knowledge modalities
can bring extra expressive power to pure temporal languages. On the other hand, we
discuss the cost of the epistemic operators in terms of model checking complexity.
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1. Knowledge in security protocols
Security protocols are rules (often based on cryptography) that govern
communications in hostile environments in order to guarantee certain
security goals. Many such goals are naturally expressed in terms of
knowledge: (only) the right agents should get to know the right things.
This has to do with the fact that many security properties are about
hiding information from the bad guys or making sure the good guys
get their information. For example, here are some intuitive epistemic
readings of the security properties mentioned in (Ryan and Schneider,
2001):
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− Sender authentication: ‘the receiver knows the sender of a message’;
− Mutual authentication: ‘both parties (commonly) know they are
talking to each other’;
− Anonymity: ‘the sender is unknown (to an eavesdropper)’;
− Secrecy: ‘an intruder does not know certain information’.
More specifically, in the area of voting protocols, which recently drew
much attention, more involved properties are considered, for example
(cf. (Delaune et al., 2009)):
− Vote-privacy: nobody other than the voter herself knows that a
particular voter voted in a particular way;
− Receipt-freeness: No voter has any means to let another know for
sure that she voted in a certain way.
The above list is only indicative, and by no means exhaustive to cover
the security properties that have epistemic readings. Although the
precise formal meaning of the security properties as above is debatable, the relevance of epistemics in such settings is undeniable (cf. also
Kramer (2007) (Slogan 8): “The purpose of a cryptographic protocol
is to interactively compute, via message passing, knowledge of the
truth of desired and, dually, knowledge of the falsehood of undesired
cryptographic states of affairs”).
However, security protocols are deceptively simple-looking objects
with very subtle behaviours, which require extremely precise formal
analysis. Designing a correct protocol can be thought as programming
Satan’s computer as Anderson and Needham (1995) put it. Consider
the 3-line Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol (Needham and
Schroeder, 1978):1
1. A → B : {nA , A}PKB
2. B → A : {nA , nB }PKA
3. A → B : {nB }PKB
which prescribes a set of action patterns with roles of agents to authenticate two agents with each other. BAN logic provided a correctness
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A generates a random number (a nonce), and then sends it to B in a “locked
box” that only B can open with his private key. B then sends A’s number back with
a random number of his own, in a box that only A can open. A then confirms by
sending B his number back. The intended goal is that both A and B know that they
are talking to each other.
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proof of the above protocol, which was later proven flawed due to a
man-in-the-middle attack (Lowe, 1996):
1 A → I : {nA , A}P KI
10
I(A) → B : {nA , A}P KB
20
B → I(A) : {nA , nB }P KA
2 I → A : {nA , nB }P KA
3 A → I : {nB }P KI
30
I(A) → B : {nB }P KB
where A, B, I are concrete agents playing different roles according to
the specification of the protocol. After A contacts I, the intruder I
can pretend to be A towards B by forwarding A’s special number to
B. After B’s reply, I can use A to obtain B’s number and confirm B
according to the protocol. Thus B may believe he is talking to A while
in fact he is talking to I.
The lack of a proper semantics for its epistemic language and its high
level reasoning weaken the value of correctness proofs in BAN-logic.
This proves the need for a closer look at the meaning of knowledge and
the cryptographic operations used in security protocols.
1.1. Different aspects of knowledge
As an appetiser, consider the property of Secrecy:
“an intruder does not know certain information”.
If the information concerned is a bit string s (a piece of information),
then to know it amounts to possessing this piece of bit string, while
s itself does not have any truth value. On the other hand, if the information concerned has the form “it was B who sent the message”
(call it φ), then to know φ means knowing the fact that it was B who
sent the message, or in other words knowing that the proposition φ is
true. Clearly, the same word knowledge can be used for different aspects
of what there is to learn. We will, following (Ramanujam and Suresh,
2005b), refer to the first type of knowledge (in the sense of possession
of bit strings) as knowledge of explicit data,2 and to the second type of
knowledge as propositional knowledge.
More subtleties regarding knowledge in a security context, are related to the cryptographic operations used in the security protocols.
First of all, based on the bit strings that agents possess and the cryptographic operations available, they can know more bit strings by constructing complex message terms from what they possess, or decomposing a composed one into simpler ones. Such knowledge, in terms
2

Kramer (2007) uses the term “individual knowledge” for this.
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of possession of bit strings obtained by cryptographic operations, can
be classified as algorithmic knowledge, as Halpern and Pucella (2003a)
put it. More intricately, if an agent A does not possess the symmetric
key k, then the encrypted message of m by k ({m}k ) should mean
no more than a random bit string to A, even though she possesses
it. Thus we need a notion of knowledge to denote that an agent can
see the inherent structure of bit strings. We call the last type “certain
knowledge’ ’ following Baskar et al. (2007).
These different ways of using the term “knowledge” (and the verb
‘to know’) suggest different structures and treatments in the formal
models, which we will discuss in Section 2.2.
1.2. Tension between epistemic and temporal structure
Despite the epistemic flavour in expressing security goals, the interchange of messages, which constitutes protocols, occurs over time. Thus
a rigourous epistemic approach to security protocol verification needs
to harmonise the epistemic and temporal aspects. However, the intuition about the expressivity of epistemic logics does not quite coincide
with the practice of security protocol verification so far: most of the
successful approaches usually model the protocols formally with purely
temporal structures, and try to capture the properties in a temporal
formalism (cf. e.g., (Ryan and Schneider, 2001; Abadi and Fournet,
2001; Focardi et al., 2004)). The tension between the natural temporal
essence of the formal model of protocols, and the natural epistemic
formalisation of the security requirements has proven to be a challenge.
This raises two natural questions: 1) Does introducing epistemics into
the language indeed empower the expressivity in formalising security
properties? 2) What is the computational cost of combining epistemic
and temporal aspects in security protocol verifications?
Fortunately, recent years have seen a growing interest in epistemic
approaches connected to the study of certain security properties that
are not easily expressed in terms of events which did or did not happen
along a single run of the protocol. A list of such properties includes,
for example, anonymity (Syverson and Stubblebine, 1999; Halpern and
O’Neill, 2005), receipt-freeness (Jonker and de Vink, 2006; Jonker and
Pieters, 2006; Baskar et al., 2007), and coercion-resistance (Delaune
et al., 2006; Delaune et al., 2009). The verification of such properties
depends on whether agents are able to distinguish between different
courses of events, which is exactly the idea behind the standard Kripke
semantics of knowledge. Formally, this involves the addition of equivalence relations into the temporal model, where it is useful, natural or
even necessary as we will argue in Section 4.
4

Moreover, despite the apparent disguises of the formalisations, the
epistemic logical approaches proposed by different research communities do have some important common features, where careful comparisons are needed to pinpoint the differences. This motivates the writing
of this paper. Our goal is two-fold: first, we give a brief overview of
several epistemic proposals in Section 2 and compare the essential
techniques they employ in Section 3. The survey in these sections is
intended to be an introduction to this developing field of epistemic
verification. Second, in Section 4, we try to give partial answers to the
questions we proposed above. Although the survey will be presented
mostly in a high level fashion and will only get to some technical details
in Sections 3 and 4 when truly necessary, some basic knowledge of
epistemic logics and security protocols will definitely help the reader to
absorb the compactly presented material more easily.
While we intend this paper to give a brief overview of approaches
to modelling knowledge in the analysis of security protocols, we cannot
cover all different aspects. The focus in our paper will be on model
checking approaches to verification, based on modal logics of knowledge
rather than belief, that are possibilistic rather than probabilistic. For
those interested in the other aspects, our introductory text in Subsection 2.1 contains pointers to some work in the areas outside of our
focus.
2. Epistemic approaches: A brief survey
2.1. BAN logic
The starting point of formal verification of security protocols is often
attributed to the development of BAN-logic (Burrows et al., 1989),
named after its inventors Burrows, Abadi and Needham. The syntax
of this logic includes predicates of belief 3 and actions thus it is able to
express message passing actions and security goals. In fact, BAN-logic
presents a calculus (proof system) by giving a number of inference rules
to derive statements. For example, here is a rule for “if A believes he
shares key k with B, and A has received a message X encrypted with
k, then A believes that it was B who sent the message”:
k

A believes (A ↔ B), A sees {X}k
.
A believes (B said X)
To handle protocols in this framework, the protocol first needs to be
idealised, then the initial assumptions are spelled out in the BAN3

However, it is essentially knowledge, following the intuition given by the authors.
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language, after which each step in the protocol is annotated with a
BAN-formula asserting the state of affairs after that step. The statement after the final step describes the outcome of the protocol. The goal
of the analysis is to derive a final assertion that implies the protocol is
correct.
However, the soundness of the inference rules in BAN-approach
was based on the argument of stability of the formulas (once a formula becomes true, it remains true), rather than a formal semantics.4 The lack of a clear semantics also led BAN-logic to an abstraction level too high to capture the consequences of all the possible
intruder behaviours. These drawbacks made the BAN-logic analysis
of the Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol overlook the possibility of the man-in-the-middle attack exposed by Lowe (1996), who
used a process theoretic analysis in the process algebra CSP (Brookes
et al., 1984). At the same time, model checking approaches (Clarke
et al., 1999) began to flourish and later became prominent (Halpern
and Vardi, 1991). To do model checking on security protocols with
epistemic logic, it is necessary to have a suitable formal semantics for
knowledge in the security setting.
Despite the efforts made in the literature (Gong et al., 1990; Bieber,
1990; Syverson, 1992), the main hurdle to a reasonable semantics of
BAN-like logics was the so-called logical omniscience problem, an inherent issue of the standard possible-world semantics of epistemic logics (Von Wright, 1951; Hintikka, 1962): agents know all the valid propositions and all logical consequences of what they know. Under possibleworld semantics, the knowledge operator Ki for agent i, and its dual
ci are interpreted through an equivalence relation ∼i capturing the
K
epistemic possibilities over the set of states S of a Kripke model (S,
{∼i }i∈I , V ), where V is a valuation function for the proposition letters
in concern. Ki φ is true at a state s if all the ∼i -reachable worlds
satisfy φ. Therefore, if a message m is indeed of the form {m0 }k (thus
m = {m0 }k is true everywhere in the model), then an agent knows it,
even when she does not possess the key k. This sounds contradictory
to our intuition in security analysis.
Many approaches have been suggested to avoid the logical omniscience problem (see Fagin et al. (1995b) [Ch.9] and Halpern and Pucella (2010) for surveys). In the context of security analysis, the most
relevant one is the approach of algorithmic knowledge (Halpern et al.,
1994), which is prominent in our later introduction of various epistemic approaches. The idea is that an agent knows a message term
4

See (Teepe, 2006) for a more elaborate discussion on the soundness of BANlogic.
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only if it is derivable by some algorithm with respect to a deductive system capturing idealised cryptographic operations (Halpern and
Pucella, 2003a; Pucella, 2006). For propositional knowledge, a more
sophisticated way of avoiding the logical omniscience problem can be
obtained by deviating the standard Kripke semantics in the definition
of reachable possible worlds, as demonstrated in (Cohen and Dam,
2005b; Cohen and Dam, 2007). Essentially, such approach introduces
extra possible worlds which may not be in the model when evaluating
epistemic formulas. Awareness can also be used to deal with logical omniscience in the security setting (see Accorsi et al. (2001), for instance),
but we will not elaborate on this here.
Before moving on from BAN to the modern model checking epistemic approaches, we should mention that several authors have proposed analyses for security protocols involving belief rather than knowledge, e.g. (Hunter and Delgrande, 2007; van der Meyden and Wilke,
2007; Baltag and Smets, 2008). Also, the epistemic approaches that we
survey are possibilistic in the sense that an agent knows a fact if he does
not consider it possible to be false, while in certain security contexts
this may be inappropriate. For example, can we rightfully say that A
anonymously sent the message, if the intruder knows A is the sender
of a message in 99 out of 100 possible runs? Such example suggests a
probabilistic approach to knowledge or belief to analyse certain security
properties, as in (Reiter and Rubin, 1998; Syverson and Stubblebine,
1999; Halpern and O’Neill, 2002; Halpern and O’Neill, 2005; Shmatikov,
2004; Bhargava and Palamidessi, 2005). These doxastic and probabilistic
approaches are not covered in our survey.

2.2. Basics of Epistemic Approaches
In this section, we will list the commonly used components of most
epistemic approaches in the post-BAN era. We first need a logical
language LI to specify properties of models, where I is a (finite) set
of agents. Due to the fact that we are talking about message passing in
a protocol setting, we need to mention messages in our language. This
is often done by introducing the message terms in the logical language
in the shape of the following:
m ::=

c | k

|

{m}k

| (m, m0 )

where c stands for some basic plain terms which may in general be of
many types (e.g., names, integers etc.), {m}k is the encryptions of m
with key k and (m, m0 ) intuitively represents pairing of m and m0 . In
7

general, arbitrary cryptographic operations f can be introduced in this
way.
Associated with the message terms there is a derivation system to
capture the cryptographic functions in the message terms (Paulson,
1997; Paulson, 1998; Clarke et al., 1998). For example the following
derivation rules capture the symmetric encryption and pairing in of
the messages:
synth :

m m0
(m, m0 )

m k
{m}k

analz :

(m, m0 )
m

(m, m0 )
m0

{m}k k
m

where synth rules govern the application of cryptographic operations
to form new terms from the old, while analz rules intuitively extract
information from complex terms. We can alternatively represent analz
rules by an equational theory E e.g., dec(enc(x, y), y) = x for the last
rule above, if dec, enc are introduced as cryptographic operations with
the obvious meaning in the language of message terms. Given a set
of messages M , we say M ` m if either m ∈ M or m is derivable
from M by applying the rules. We write m =E m0 , if m = m0 is an
instantiation of an equation induced by E. Halpern and Pucella (2003a)
argue that a derivation system may not be convenient to model certain
powerful adversary operations, and propose to use arbitrary algorithms
instead of derivation systems. For simplicity, we will not cover such
more general cases here.
We build formulas based on message terms which are not formulas
themselves. Following the observations in Section 1.1, we need different
knowledge operators in the language to cope with various types of
knowledge:
1. Knowledge of explicit data (possession of bit strings): We build basic
propositions in the shape of hasi m, where m is a message term,
meaning that agent i possesses m. For such knowledge we have the
de dicto reading: hasi {m}k means that the bit string of {m}k is
possessed by i. However, i may be unsure about the structure of
the message.
2. Algorithmic knowledge (possession of derivable bit strings): In the
literature, the knowledge of explicit data can be viewed as a special
case of algorithmic knowledge. We can use has i m to express that
m as a bit string can be derived from the information agent i possesses, by applying corresponding cryptographic operations modelled by synth and analz rules (see Halpern and Pucella (2003a)
and Ramanujam and Suresh (2005b) for the detailed rationale).
3. Propositional knowledge (what facts are known to the agents): As
in the standard epistemic logic, we use Ki φ to express that “agent
8

i knows that φ is true.” Thus the logical language LI may look like:
has i m

| φ∧ψ

|

¬φ

|

Ki φ

|

Oφ

where m ∈ M , and O can be any other modal operator, depending
on what properties we want to specify. On the other hand, given
an existing modal logic language, we can turn it into a language
about message passing by adding epistemic operators and taking
hasi m as the basic propositions5 .
4. Certain knowledge (the understanding of the bit strings). This kind
of knowledge sits in between algorithmic knowledge and propositional knowledge, since it is not only about message term itself but
also about the observational power of agents (Baskar et al., 2007).
We may use Ki hasi m to express that agent i knows that m is of
certain structure, e.g., Ki hasi {c}k means i knows that he has a bit
string which stands for {c}k .6 Thus knowledge operator Ki induces
somehow a de re reading of hasi m.
We interpret the formulas of such epistemic language LI on Kripke
models M = (S, {∼i }i∈I , V ). To evaluate the basic formulae in the
shape of hasi m, we need to associate a set of message terms for each
i at each state. Then hasi m is true at a state s if m is in the set
of messages associated with i on s. The semantics of has i m is also
straightforward by considering derivable messages at a state.
According to the standard Kripke semantics, Ki φ is true at a state
if φ is true anywhere reachable from the current state. The equivalence relations naturally model the epistemic uncertainties of agents.
Thus the actual formal meaning of propositional knowledge and certain
knowledge depends on the definition of the equivalence relation in the
model and the message terms possessed by agents at various states. We
will compare different equivalence relations in Section 3.1.
Given an epistemic language in the above style, an epistemic verification framework should give a general way to build up models from a
protocol description in order to do model checking. Two approaches are
discussed in the next subsections following the traditions of Epistemic
Temporal Logic (ETL) and Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) approaches.
5

In addition to hasi m, it is also common to introduce special propositions to
denote the actions happened in the past, e.g., send ij (m) (see, for instance (Halpern
and Pucella, 2003a)).
6
Different semantics for Ki operator may cause subtly different readings for such
statements. We will see different semantics in Section 3.1.
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2.3. Epistemic Temporal Approaches
Developed independently by Parikh and Ramanujam (1985) and Halpern
and Moses (1990), and made popular later by the seminal book (Fagin
et al., 1995b), the Interpreted Systems (IS) nicely combine the temporal developments of a system (in runs) with epistemic ones in a
distributed setting. Despite their different appearances, most of the
epistemic temporal verification languages and models can be reformulated into this very general framework, e.g., epistemic linear-time
logic LTL+K (Dixon et al., 2003), epistemic branching-time logic CTL+K
(Lomuscio et al., 2009), and epistemic alternating time temporal logic
ATL+K (van der Hoek and Wooldridge, 2002). Moreover, some process models like Strand Spaces (Javier et al., 1999) can be related to
ISs (Halpern and Pucella, 2003b).7
Based on the expositions in (Fagin et al., 1995b) and (Parikh and
Ramanujam, 2003), we now define the interpreted systems with explicit
events. Given a set of agents I = {i1 , . . . , in , }, with  modelling the
environment, and n + 1 corresponding non-empty sets L1 , . . . , Ln , L of
local states, the set of global states for an interpreted system is a set S ⊆
L ×L1 ×. . .×Ln . Given a set of events E, we associate with each e ∈ E
e
a transition relation →⊆ S × S. An infinite run r on S is a function
r : N 7→ S × E. Let rS (u) and rE (u) be the corresponding global state
and event (to happen) at the uth point of the run r respectively. We say
rE (u)

a run r is admissible if ∀u ≥ 0 : rS (u) → rS (u + 1). An interpreted
system I is then defined as a pair (R, V ) where R is a set of admissible
runs, and V : S 7→ 2P is a valuation function that at each global state
in S, assigns a truth value to each proposition atom in P. We denote
by (I, r, u) the point r(u) in interpreted system I.
To verify a protocol in the presence of an adversary, we need to
formalise the protocols and the adversary model, describing the possible
actions of an adversary. Here we show an example of a formalisation
of the Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol mentioned in Section 1, with the Dolev-Yao adversary model (Dolev and Yao, 1983)
where all the messages are delivered via the intruder role (E) acting as
a buffer (see, e.g., Cremers (2006) for rationale):8

7

Halpern and Pucella (2003b) show that strand spaces correspond to a subset
of a class of ISs, which they call Strand Systems.
8
Due to space limitation, we cannot go into the details of the various specification
languages and adversary models proposed in the literature. For example, Halpern
and Pucella (2003a) provide the possibility of modelling different adversaries in the
IS-framework.
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for A : 1. A send E : {nA , A}PKB
2. A rec E : {nA , nB }PKA
3. A send E : {nB }PKB

for B : 1. B rec E : {nA , A}PKB
2. B send E : {nA , nB }PKA
3. B rec E : {nB }PKB

Here the action patterns in a protocol are broken down and grouped
into local protocols by roles. Note that, in the above formalisation,
the intruder implicitly eavesdrops all the messages and the agents will
accept any message that the intruder may possess, as long as it is in
the forms specified (thus modelling the intruder’s ability to manipulate
messages).
Despite differences in details in each specific framework, e.g. (Halpern
and Pucella, 2003a; van der Meyden and Su, 2004; Ramanujam and
Suresh, 2005b; Boureanu et al., 2009), we can summarise the merit of
the general ETL approach for modelling protocols under an adversary
model, in the following steps.
Step 1. Suppose the set of agents is I = {1, 2, . . . , n, }, where 
indicates the intruder. We start from a set S0 (usually a singleton) of
initial states which are tuples of local states hl1 , . . . ln , l i. An initial
local state for agent i should, among other things, encode a set of
message terms representing the messages that agent i initially possesses
(i.e. the information states of agents (Ramanujam and Suresh, 2005b)).
In such a setting, we can retrieve the information state of i at global
state s by info i (s). We can then define the semantics of hasi m and
has i m at (I, r, u) by info i (rS (u)) in a straightforward way.
Step 2. We can generate a temporal structure, based on the initial states, by collecting all the admissible sequences of global states
according to the protocol under the adversary model. The protocol
specification and the adversary model define a set of events (instantie
ated action patterns). To give the transition relation → for the events
on the global states, we can give each event e a precondition and
a postcondition. The first specifies when the event can happen and
the latter one changes the local states of agents to model information
updates by the events. In the above example, an instantiated action:
(j send  : {nj , j}P Ki ) has the precondition that {nj , j}P Ki is in the
current information set of j and the postcondition that {nj , j}P Ki is
added to the information state of the intruder. In general, agents can
send a message only if they possess it, and the effect of a send action
is that the message is delivered to the intruder (under the Dolev-Yao
model). The order of the actions according to the protocol can be encoded also by preconditions requiring that a certain action happened
in the earlier stage of the run. We call the resulting set of runs the
generated temporal structure T (S0 ).
11

We choose to let each e be observable to an agent i iff i herself
is involved, e.g. (j send  : m) is only observable by  and j. Similarly, the i-observable subsequence of (j send  : m)(i rec  : m0 )
is (i rec  : m0 ). In the Dolev-Yao setting we presented above, the
intruder can observe all the events. In a more sophisticated analysis,
the events are composed by synchronising local events with respect to
each agent according to their local protocols, cf. e.g. (Boureanu et al.,
2009).
Step 3. From T (S0 ), we build up the epistemic temporal model
E(T (S0 )) by defining epistemic relations ∼i between points (T (S0 ), r, k).
The standard way of defining ∼i in IS is by matching local states of i,
or local views of i of the histories of events. However, the information
sets and local histories in the protocol setting, do not capture how the
messages are understood by the agents (recall what we called certain
knowledge, Section 2.2). It is possible that two message terms are different, but still regarded as the same by an agent e.g., events rec : {m}k
and rec : {m0 }k are not distinguishable to an agent who does not have
the key k. Moreover, if an agent later obtains the key k, then she can
tell {m}k and {m0 }k apart by “looking back with a fresh eye”. Thus we
need to build ∼i on some sophisticated equivalence relation on messages
(≈). In Section 3.1, we will discuss different existing definitions for ≈
on lists of message terms, since we usually assume that the agents
can remember the order of the messages passing actions that she can
observe.
It is not hard to see that we can lift ≈ to equivalence between
points in an IS. Suppose each information set is represented by a list
of messages. Let Mi (e0 , . . . , eu ) be the list of messages occurring in i’s
observable subsequence of events in e0 , . . . , eu . Two obvious possibilities
are:
eu−1

e

e0

e0u0 −1

0
0
s01 . . . s0u0 −1 →
− Asynchronous: (s0 →
s1 . . . su−1 → su ) ∼i (s00 →
s0u0 ) iff info i (su ) ≈ info i (s0u0 ).9

eu−1

e

e0

e0u−1

0
0
− Synchronous: (s0 →
s1 . . . su−1 → su ) ∼i (s00 →
s01 . . . s0u−1 →
0
0
su ) iff hinfo i (s0 ), Mi (e0 , . . . , eu−1 )i ≈ hinfo i (s0 ), Mi (e00 , . . . , e0u−1 )i.

The above procedure can be summarised with the slogan:
First temporal then epistemic.
Notably, Boureanu et al. (2009) presents an fully automated method
to generate interpreted systems from formal specification of protocols
9

This is an example of asynchronous and forgetful agents (Shilov and Garanina,
2002), other memory conditions can be applied here.
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taking many details into consideration. Other methods to generate ISlike models include process algebra with epistemic annotations, e.g.
Dechesne et al. (2007), who make use of an operational semantics to
generate the model from the protocol specified in process algebra terms.
2.4. Dynamic Epistemic Logic Approaches
A different perspective towards the dynamics of multi-agent system is
provided by the development of the so-called Dynamic Epistemic Logic
(DEL) (Plaza, 1989; Gerbrandy and Groeneveld, 1997; Baltag et al.,
1999). The focus of DEL is not on the temporal structure of the system
but rather on the epistemic impact of the events as the agents perceive
them. A typical DEL-language is defined as follows:
φ ::= > | p | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | [A, e]φ | Ki φ
where p is in a set of basic propositions P rop, G ⊆ I and A is an
action model with e as its designated action. [A, e]φ intuitively says
after execution of the event (A, e), φ is true. Action models are tuples of
the form (E, {i }i∈I , Pre, Pos) where i models agents i’s observational
power on events in E (e.g. e1 i e2 means i is not sure which one of
e1 and e2 happened); the precondition function Pre : E → F orm(DEL)
assigns each event a DEL-formula such that the event can only happen when the formula is satisfiable; the postcondition Pos : E →
(P rop → F orm(DEL)) models the factual changes caused by the event
by changing the truth values of basic propositions p to the truth value
of Pos(e)(p) (see van Benthem et al. (2006) for details). The semantics
for epistemic formulas is as usual and for [A, e]φ formulas:
M, s  [A, e]φ ⇐⇒ (M, s  Pre(e) ⇒ M ⊗ A, (s, e)  φ)
Where, given a static Kripke model M = (S, {∼i }i∈I , V ) and an action
model A = (E, {i }i∈I , Pre, Pos), the updated model is M ⊗ A =
(S 0 , {∼0i }i∈I , V 0 ) with:
S 0 = {hs, ei | M, w Pre(e)}
∼0i = {(hs, ei, ht, e0 i) | s ∼i v and e i e0 }
0
V (hs, ti)(p) = > ⇐⇒ M, w P os(e)(p)
DEL has been successful in modelling what agents learn through
different communication acts according to epistemic reasoning, for example in the scenario where an agent shows his cards to the players on
his team without the opponent noticing (van Ditmarsch, 2003). Thus
it looks promising to analyse security protocols by modelling protocols
in terms of action models. In (Hommersom et al., 2005), (van Eijck and
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Orzan, 2007), and (Dechesne and Wang, 2007) the first attempts were
made towards the security protocol verification by DEL. We summarize
the modeling steps as follows:
Step 1. We start with a finite initial static model M with given
epistemic relations ∼i . Similar as in the interpreted system approach,
a state is associated with a tuple of information sets modelling the
messages that agents possess. The epistemic relations can be given
similarly according to the equivalence ≈ on lists of messages.
Step 2. We need to build an event model A which captures all the
protocol actions with suitable pre- and postconditions similar to what
we described at step 2 for ETL approaches. For example, to model the
Needham-Schroeder authentication protocol mentioned above, we can
build action model A = (E, {i }i∈I , Pre, Pos) such that E includes all
instantiated actions of the protocol, for example: event e = (j send  :
{nj , j}P Ki ) with precondition Pre(e) = has j ({nj , j}P Ki ) and postcondition Pos(e)(has ({nj , j}P Ki )) = >. The epistemic relations i
between events can be generated by lifting ≈ on lists of messages
to events, under the constraint that agent can always distinguish the
events that she is involved from other actions.
Step 3. The update execution computes the result of performing A
on M iteratively, thereby it essentially builds up all the possible runs
of the protocol.
The above procedure can be summarised as the slogan:
First epistemic then temporal.
Although it seems that DEL modelling is very similar to ETLmodelling,
we will pinpoint the tricky differences between the two approaches in
details in Section 3.2.
2.5. Tools
In the last decade, many tools have been developed to handle formal
verification in the setting of ETL or DEL, with potential application in security analysis. For ETL model checking, we have MCK: Model Checking
Knowledge (Gammie and van der Meyden, 2004; van der Meyden and
Su, 2004) and MCMAS: Model Checker for Multi-Agents Systems (Lomuscio and Raimondi, 2006b; Lomuscio et al., 2009). Boureanu et al.
(2009) recently presented a fully automatic translation from protocol
descriptions given in CAPSL (Common Authentication Protocol Specification Language) into the input language for MCMAS, enabling the
automated checking of the security protocols from the Clark-Jacobs
security protocol library by means of temporal epistemic logic. For DEL
model checking, we have DEMO: Dynamic Epistemic MOdelling (van
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Eijck, 2005) and LYS: a knowledge anaLYSis toolset (Orzan, 2005).
Other relevant tool sets include the ETL-model checker MCTK (Su,
2004), the ATL-model checker (Alur et al., 1998), and the real-time
system model checker (Kacprzak et al., 2008).10
In the literature, various tools are presented with some case studies
demonstrating how the framework can be applied. For these demonstrations, often well-known situations or protocols are chosen which
require relatively small models. The classic examples in the epistemic
verification demonstrations are the Dining Cryptographers protocol for
anonymous broadcast (Chaum, 1988), the Muddy Children puzzle (see,
e.g., (Fagin et al., 1995b)) for demonstrating the effect of (repetition of)
public announcements, and Russian Cards problem (see van Ditmarsch
(2003)) for secure public announcements. Such common examples facilitate comparisons of the modelling and efficiency among different tools
based on different frameworks, see for example (van Ditmarsch et al.,
2006), which takes the Russian Cards problem as a test case for MCK,
MCMAS and DEMO.

3. Comparisons
In this section we will compare more technical aspects of the approaches
mentioned in the previous section. In the first part, we discuss the
different versions of equivalence. In the second part, we compare the
epistemic temporal approach with the dynamic epistemic one in the
security setting.
3.1. On equivalences
Some well known formal methods have been adapted or designed to
include (trace) equivalences to deal with multi-trace security properties
(e.g., applied pi-calculus (Abadi and Fournet, 2001)). In this part, we
focus on how the equivalence relations of agents are defined, based on
the lists hm1 , · · · mn i that record the messages that this agent received
in order. The rest of this subsection will be devoted to the comparison
of the following equivalence relations:
− simple deduction equivalence ≈d
− pattern matching equivalence ≈pat (in (Abadi and Tuttle, 1991;
Abadi and Rogaway, 2002) and (Baskar et al., 2007));
10

This is definitely not a complete list, see (Lomuscio and Penczek, 2007) for a
survey of symbolic model checking for ETL.
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− static equivalence ≈s (defined in (Abadi and Fournet, 2001; Abadi
and Cortier, 2004), and later used in (Ciobâcă et al., 2009; Chadha
et al., 2009));
− permutation equivalence ≈per (in (Cohen and Dam, 2005a; Garcia
et al., 2005), and later used in (Cohen and Dam, 2007; Jonker and
Pieters, 2006)).
We assume there is a fixed equational theory E corresponding to the
derivation system on terms of messages. Let M = hm1 , . . . , mn i and
M 0 = hm01 , . . . , m0n i11 then:
− M ≈d M 0 iff for all message terms m: M ` m ⇐⇒ M 0 ` m.
− M ≈pat M 0 iff M and M 0 induce the same recognisable message patterns, i.e. for all j: pat(mj , M ) = pat(m0j , M 0 ), where
pat(mj , M ) is roughly the message term in which the unconstructable
parts are replaced by an uninterpreted symbol 2. For example:

{pat(m, M )}k if M ` k
pat({m}k , M ) =
2
otherwise
For formal details on various cryptographic operations we refer
to (Abadi and Rogaway, 2002; Baskar et al., 2007).
− M ≈s M 0 iff M and M 0 satisfy the same equality tests. Formally,
defining σM , σM 0 to be the substitutions replacing xj with mj and
m0j respectively, then M ≈s M 0 iff for any message terms with
variables t(x1 , . . . , xn ) and t0 (x1 , . . . , xn ):
σM (t) =E σM (t0 ) ⇐⇒ σM 0 (t) =E σM 0 (t0 ).12
− M ≈per M 0 iff there is a permutation π : M → M 0 such that for all
j: π(mj ) = m0j and π(t(m)) = t(π(m)) for any message term with
variables t and any suitable list m from {m | M ` m}. Cohen and
Dam (2005a) show that ≈per is indeed an equivalence relation.
The relation ≈d is very fine (despite the fact it does not require a
one-one correspondence of messages) and thereby assigns strong observational power to the agents: e.g. M1 = h{c}k i 6≈d M2 = h{c0 }k i.
It may only make sense to employ such equivalence relation for the
intruder if we need to guarantee extreme security. On the other hand
11

Note that the equivalences we consider here all respect the number of messages.
Here we leave out the details about protected names in the original frame (our
σ) in applied-pi calculus.
12
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≈pat is rather coarse as it treats all the unreadable parts as the same:
e.g. M3 = h{c}k , {c0 }k i ≈pat M4 = h{c}k , {c}k i since pat({c}k , M3 ) =
pat({c0 }k , M3 ) = pat({c}k , M4 ) = 2.
Static equivalence is somewhere in between, e.g. M1 ≈s M2 but
M3 6≈s M4 since {c}k 6=E {c0 }k but {c}k =E {c}k . To relate ≈s and
≈per , Cohen and Dam show that:
THEOREM 1. (Cohen and Dam, 2007). For any lists of messages M
and M 0 satisfying |{m | M 6` m}| = |{m | M 0 6` m}| = ω:
M ≈s M 0 ⇐⇒ M ≈per M 0
where the cardinality condition allows us to permute all the non-derivable
messages in M to the non-derivable messages in M 0 .
Petride and Pucella (2007) plead for a principled approach to model
indistinguishability relations that is worth elaborating upon. They define two states to be indistinguishable for an agent if the agent can
compute the same observations from both states. There observations
can be considered as tests in the spirit of static equivalence. They generate relations on the basis of the computational power of the agents:
taking Θ to be a set of observations θ (tests), and A an algorithm
returning for each θ ∈ Θ and M the answer “yes”, “no” or “unknown”
to the question whether θ holds at M , they let M ≈Θ,A M 0 iff for all
θ ∈ Θ A(θ, M ) = A(θ, M 0 ). For example ≈pat can be reformulated as
≈Θ,A where θ is built as follows:
t ::= x | c | k | {t}k | (t, t)
θ ::= has(t) | ∃x.θ where the only free variable in θ is x.
It is easy to see that θ expresses the pattern of a message. The corresponding algorithm A then takes a pattern and then try to match
it in M . On the other hand, to have Θ define ≈s , we at least need
to introduce equality into the language of Θ. If fact, if we take Θ
as a logical language then this proposal is actually asking for logical
characterisations to different equivalence relations with corresponding
“model checking” algorithms for Θ on M . As another example, a logical
characterisation of ≈per is given in (Cohen and Dam, 2007, Theorem
3).
Regarding the complexity of checking such equivalence, we should
first note that the decidability of M ` m can be encoded by the decidability of ≈s or ≈pat . However, checking ` can be undecidable (Abadi
and Cortier, 2004) depending on the underlying derivation system.
Baskar et al. (2007) show that when M is finite, a derivation system
containing encryption and blind signature can be decided in PTIME .
This implies the decidability of ≈pat according to the definition of ≈pat
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in (Baskar et al., 2007). More general results in (Abadi and Cortier,
2004) show that when the E is a convergent subterm theory that can
cover many important cryptographic operations, both ≈s and ` are
decidable in PTIME .
3.2. ETL vs. DEL in modelling
We now compare the epistemic temporal approach with the dynamic
epistemic approach in modelling.
3.2.1. Limitations of DEL
As epistemic temporal logic and dynamic epistemic logic are two important methods of describing epistemic interaction over time, technical
comparisons have been done to pinpoint the differences between the
two. From an abstract point of view, ignoring the structure of the
local states, an ETL-model is a tree-like Kripke structure with relations
labelled by events and agent names. We get a similar structure, if we
start from a static initial Kripke model, performing sequences of DELupdates, and link each state and its update by the corresponding event
e
(s → hs, ei).
Van Benthem et al. (2007) characterise the class of ETL tree-like
structures that are DEL constructable in the above sense, by the notions
of Synchronicity (agents are always aware if something has happened),
Perfect Recall (the local history is remembered), No Miracles, and Epistemic Bisimulation Invariance (see below). This means that standard
DEL can only deal with idealised agents who satisfy those properties.
If we model intruders with enough observation power for better security, then Synchronicity and Perfect Recall can be intuitively assumed.
However, No Miracles and Epistemic Bisimulation Invariance may lead
to some drawbacks of DEL approaches in security verification:
No Miracles: An ETL-model M, considered as a Kripke model with
e
temporal action transitions → and epistemic relations ∼i , has the property No Miracles if the following holds: for all states s, s0 and events
e0

e

e, e0 such that s → t and s0 → t0 , for some t, t0 : if s ∼i s0 and there are
e

e0

s00 , s000 with s00 → t00 , s000 → t000 for some t00 ∼i t000 , then t ∼i t0 . (If two
actions lead to indistinguishable states somewhere in the model, then
it can’t be the case that performing these actions on indistinguishable
states will lead to distinguishable states.)
However consider the following (partial) model where ∼i denotes an
equivalence relation based on ≈pat :
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i : {{c}k , k}

i

/ i : {{c0 }k } o
(i

rec



i

:k)
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rec



i

:k)
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/ i : {{c0 }k0 }

o

(i
i

rec



:k)

/ i : {{c0 }k0 , k}

where k 0 6= k and c0 6= c. Clearly, this model violates No Miracle, so it is
impossible to be generated by the standard DEL approach. The problem
roots in the definition of epistemic relations in the action models. Recall
that the epistemic relations in the updated model are defined by the
synchronisation of the epistemic relations in the static model and those
in the action model. However, in the security protocol setting, the same
receive action on indistinguishable states may cause the resulting states
to be distinguishable, as the example shows. One way to go around this
is to “split” each action into multiple copies with different preconditions
such that an action can be looked differently under different conditions.
For example, in the action model, the action (i rec  : k) with the
precondition hasi {c}k ∧ ¬has i k should be i-distinguishable from the
same action with the precondition hasi {c0 }k ∧ ¬has i k. However, this
ad-hoc method may introduce infinitely many copies of actions in the
action model, which is not allowed by the standard DEL.
Epistemic Bisimulation Invariance requires the same event to happen at the states that are epistemically bisimilar (i.e. bisimulation
disregarding the temporal relations). This is because the pre-conditions
in the action model are formalised in the dynamic epistemic language.
This may cause problems if we want to model protocol actions with
temporal preconditions in terms of the past (for example, if i sends k
only if j sent k 0 ). The usual solution is to encode the history of actions
by new basic propositions.
3.2.2. Limitations of ETL
According to the modelling procedure we described in Section 2.3,
the epistemic relations are built after the temporal structures. This
may prevent us from handling knowledge-based protocols, which have
preconditions in terms of knowledge, e.g., i sends m only if i knows that
j has k. As shown in (Halpern and Fagin, 1989; Fagin et al., 1995a),
it is possible to construct the unique temporal structure and epistemic
relations simultaneously according to a knowledge-based protocol, if the
system is synchronous and the epistemic preconditions are not about
the future.13 On the other hand, DEL by definition can handle conditions
about what may happen in the future, since in action models we can
13

As argued in (Halpern and Fagin, 1989), if a protocol has “forward-looking”
conditions (like Ki F φ: “i knows that φ will hold eventually”), it is circular to define
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have preconditions like Ki hA, eiφ (i knows that e may happen and in
that case φ will be true).
In the ETL modelling of security protocols, the initial (global) states
represent the initial distribution of names, keys, and other messages. If
we focus on a particular distribution, then we can start with a unique
initial state. By doing so, we implicitly assume that the distribution of
the information, e.g, who has what key, is commonly known (Baskar
et al., 2007). However, what if one agent is uncertain about whether
another agent knows that she has a public key? Such higher order
uncertainties are not well-handled if we generate epistemic relations
between initial states based on matching local states. For example,
suppose the only message term is a public key k and agent i has it
while agent j does not. To make the formula φ = Ki (hasi k ∧ ¬hasj k) ∧
ci Kj hasi k ∧ K
ci ¬Kj hasi k true in an initial model, we need at least two
K
states which represent the same initial distribution of messages, as the
following model shows:
i : {k}; j : {} o
O

i

/ i : {k}; j : {}

j



i : {}; j : {}
It is clear that φ holds at the upper two states. However, if the epistemic relations are generated by matching local states or other local
information, then there should be a j relation linking all the states.
But then formula Ki ¬Kj hasi k will be true at the upper worlds, contradictory to our initial intention. In fact, if we want to handle higher
order uncertainties by the generated epistemic relations, we need to
introduce some extra tokens in the local states of j to distinguish the
two upper states. Intuitively, a local state of one agent, though called
local, should also contain information about one’s opinion on others, in
order to handle higher order uncertainties. However, it is rather ad-hoc
to introduce those auxiliary tokens. On the other hand, DEL is more
flexible in modelling how agents reason about each other, because the
equivalences can be defined by choice. More flexibility is also offered
by the possibility of modelling higher order uncertainties in the action
models.
To summarize, the distinct features in either DEL or ETL approaches
are usually double-edged swords:
the admissible runs uniquely. Therefore there may be none or several solutions to
the fix-point-like definition of the admissible runs.
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Features

ETL

DEL

Equivalence
relations

generated by matching
local information

generated by product update
or by hand (for initial models)

Pros

flexible and automatic;
generated in a
distributed fashion

easy to handle higher order
uncertainties;
update mechanism is
formally defined

Cons

inconvenient for
higher order uncertainties
at initial states

inconvenient in
a cryptographic setting

Events

represented by transitions
on global states

modelled in action models

Pros

flexible

pre- and postconditions are
encoded in the DEL language
thus easy to handle epistemic
conditions in protocols

Cons

detailed modelling (e.g.
pre- and postconditions)
is outside the framework

equivalence relations between
events are designed by hand

Based on the above observation, we may want to combine the two
frameworks, as already attempted in (Hoshi and Yap, 2009; van Benthem et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010).
Comparing to the ETL approach, the standard DEL-approach has
limitations in generating suitable equivalence relations for the security
setting. On the other hand, DEL seems convenient for the knowledgebased protocols (or simply epistemic protocols) where:
− preconditions are in terms of knowledge of the agents;
− higher order uncertainties are crucial (e.g., higher order uncertainty about initial distribution of information or observation of
actions);
− protocol goals are in terms of nested knowledge form.
Epistemic protocols use epistemic reasoning rather than cryptography
to obtain security. Examples of such protocols include e.g., Dining
Cryptographers (Chaum et al., 1988) and Card Cryptography (Fischer
and Wright, 1996; van Ditmarsch, 2003; van Ditmarsch, 2008). Notably,
to verify such protocols, meta-knowledge of the protocols themselves
matters and creates some complications (Wang et al., 2009).
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4. To know or not, towards a technical answer
As emphasised in the previous sections, many epistemic approaches are
motivated by a common conviction that epistemic logic can express
security properties “more naturally”. However, in practice, in most of
the formal frameworks, security properties are formalised as temporal
formulae rather than in terms of knowledge. To really justify the use
of epistemics, it is crucial to understand better whether adding epistemics into the temporal logic can indeed help to express more security
properties, and if so, what the cost is for the improved expressivity.
4.1. On Expressivity of ETL
In this section, we try to formally address the expressivity of epistemic
temporal logic (ETL) versus pure temporal logic (TL), aiming at a technical basis to answer the above questions. Here we regard ETL and TL
as classes of logics: we do not fix the exact logic unless necessary. The
comparison will always be between a temporal logic L and an epistemic
temporal logic that extends L with epistemic operators.
Roughly speaking, a logic L1 is strictly more expressive than L2 , if
(1) for every formula in L2 there is a formula in L1 defining the same
class of models (i.e. they have exactly the same models.); but (2) there
is a formula in L1 which does not have a corresponding formula in L2 .
Note that the comparison of the expressivity of different logics is usually
studied given the condition that the logics concerned are defined on the
same type of models. However, in the case of ETL and TL, this condition
does not hold: the models of ETL involve epistemic relations, while these
are absent in the TL-models. This complicates formal comparisons of
the two logics in terms of expressivity. To make the comparison of ETL
and TL possible, we need to provide the common playground for these
two logics.
A rather straightforward observation is that if we consider the epistemic relations of agent i to be just another kind of transitions, labelled
‘i’, then ETL can be “reduced” to TL. Let CTL∗I and MuI be CTL∗ and
modal µ−calculus with extra actions labelled by the names of agents in
I respectively. Let C ETL and C TL be the classes of all ETL- and TL-models
respectively. Then:
THEOREM 2. There exists a language translation tL : LETL → LTL and
a model transformation tM : C ETL → C TL where TL ∈ {CTL∗I , PDL, MuI }
such that:
∀ϕ ∈ ETL∀M ∈ C ETL (M |=ETL ϕ ⇔ tM (M) |=TL tL (ψ)).
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Proof We only discuss the CTL∗ case. Let tL be the translation that,
for each formula, 1) replaces each occurrence of Ki by AXi , 2) recursively W
replaces each common knowledge operator CI0 (with I0 ⊆ I)
by A(¬(( i∈I 0 Xi >)U tL (¬φ))). Let tM be the transformation which
unravels the epistemic relations into labelled temporal relations.
2
This observation suggests a way to reduce ETL model checking into
TL model checking, with the help of some small model property. However, the unravelling of epistemic relations may introduce an exponential blow-up of the models, see for instance (Alur et al., 2007).
On the other hand, the above result is somehow misleading in understanding the expressivity of ETL and TL, since we reinterpret epistemic
relations as temporal operators by introducing new operators in the
temporal language. To address the comparison of expressivity without
manipulating the language we can consider the following case:
Suppose that the epistemic relations of the ETL-models are generated
by the temporal structures as explained in Section 2.3. We can turn
the ETL-models into TL-models by ignoring the generated epistemic relations. A straightforward question is to ask whether explicit epistemics
helps to define more classes of such temporal models, or if the epistemic
information can be retrieved from the temporal structure. Formally we
need to prove or disprove the following:
∃φ ∈ LETL , ∀ψ ∈ LTL : t−
M (Cφ ) 6= Cψ .
where Cφ (Cψ ) is the class of ETL (TL) models which satisfy φ (ψ);
t−
M transforms the ETL models in Cφ into corresponding TL models by
ignoring the generated epistemic relations.
In case that the epistemic relations are generated respecting synchronicity (i.e. epistemic relations only appear in the same level of the
tree unravelling of the temporal model), then we have a clear answer
to the above question. We can reformulate Theorem 1 of (Alur et al.,
2006) in spirit as follows:
THEOREM 3. If we only consider the ETL models satisfying synchronicity, then the secrecy flavoured ETL formula AXAG(¬K¬p∧¬Kp) (never
be sure about p in the future) is not t−
M -translatable into the language
of modal µ-calculus.
The proof is essentially hidden in Emerson (1987), which shows that
the class of the trees that have a level where p is true everywhere,
is not recognisable by non-deterministic Muller tree automata. We can
employ the pumping-lemma-like argument of Emerson (1987) to obtain
this result.
The merit of the above untranslatability result may actually root
in the property of synchronicity, since it is known that Monadic Sec23

ond Order logic cannot express “x and y are at the same level” on
trees (Läuchli and Savioz, 1987). Hence, although synchronicity is a
commonly accepted idealisation of the agents, we still want to know
whether we can ignore it or replace it by other properties but get a
similar untranslatability result. This is still open.
4.2. Relevant results of Model Checking ETL
The previous sections gave both the intuitive and technical arguments
on the usability and expressivity of the epistemic approaches in protocol verification. However, do we pay any cost in the complexity of
model checking? In this section we summarize the important model
checking results of the literature. For complexity results regarding the
satisfiability problems of the corresponding logics we refer to (Halpern
and Vardi, 1986; Shilov and Garanina, 2002).
Shilov and Garanina (2002) show that on explicit Kripke models
the model checking problem of CTL with common knowledge operators
(CTL + C) can be done in PTIME and van der Hoek and Wooldridge
(2002) proved that for Alternating Time Logic (ATL) with knowledge, it is PTIME -complete. This looks similar to the logics without
knowledge operators. However, due to the construction of epistemic
models in the protocol verification setting, we are more interested in
the model checking problem on finitely generated infinite epistemic
temporal models. Results in (Shilov and Garanina, 2002) indicate that
on asynchronous generated models with forgetful agents, the complexity of model checking complies to the general case on Kripke structures.
However, we are more interested in the finitely generated synchronous
system with perfect recall agents as intruders. Here are some results
for this situation:
Reference

Logic

Fragment

Complexity

(van der Meyden and Shilov, 1999)
(van der Meyden and Shilov, 1999)
(van der Meyden and Shilov, 1999)
(Engelhardt et al., 2007)
(Shilov and Garanina, 2002)
(Shilov and Garanina, 2002)
(Alur et al., 2007)
(Shilov and Garanina, 2002)
(Shilov and Garanina, 2002)
(Alur et al., 2007)

LTL + K
LTL + C
LTL + C
LTL + C
CTL + K
CTL + C
CTL + K
PDL + C
MU + K
MU + K

full
full
UNTIL-free
single agent
full
full
nesting-free
full
full
nesting-free

non-elementary
undecidable
PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete
non-elementary
undecidable
PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete
undecidable
EXPTIME-complete

Putting together the decidability of ≈ on messages terms (cf. Section 3.1) and the model checking results above, we can obtain decidability results for security verification (e.g. Baskar et al. (2007)).14
14

Important security properties are generally undecidable if there are no restrictions on the number of messages and nonces, for example, cf. (Durgin et al., 1999)
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The above results suggest that we may focus on single agent cases or
nesting-free ETL formulas due to the complexity issues. This somehow
coincides with the disadvantages of ETL modelling we mentioned in
Section 3: ETL modelling is not very suitable for multi-agent cases with
higher order uncertainty. On the other hand, although multi-agent
cases are often undecidable in general, we can still have some hope
by restricting ourselves to certain class where equivalence relations of
agents have certain pattern (e.g. Engelhardt et al. (2002)). Moreover,
some model checking techniques such as abstraction and symmetry
reduction that are specific to ETL or DEL can be found in (Dechesne
et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2009a; Cohen et al., 2009b). Due to the space
limitations we will not go into the details.
As a final note, in practice, the performance of an ETL model checking tool kit relies on the particular class of models in concern and their
representations, for example, model checking CTL+K against “compact
models” is in PSPACE (Lomuscio and Raimondi, 2006a).

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we surveyed the epistemic approaches to security protocol
verification with the questions: are security protocols essentially about
knowledge (what is there to know?), what kinds of knowledge can we
distinguish (how to know?), and does an epistemic approach bring benefits (why to know?). We first made the distinctions between different
types of knowledge relevant in the security setting and then gave an
overview of commonly used techniques in the epistemic approaches. In
particular, we compared various equivalence relations defined in the
literature that correspond to the semantics of propositional knowledge.
We also compared two major epistemic logical approaches proposed
to model interaction in multi-agent systems. It turns out that, in a
security protocol verification setting, ETL approaches are more suitable
to model message passing over time, based on which appropriate equivalence relations can be generated. On the other hand, the DEL approach
offers all freedom to model higher order information and uncertainties
in terms of agents’ knowledge about each other. The model checking
results of ETL also confirm that it is better to focus on a single agent
case: in the security setting, this would be the intruder. Finally, we
collected clues for the comparison of the expressivity of ETL and TL, in
order to see when an epistemic approach is inevitable. We showed under
for the undecidability for secrecy. A solution is to focus on decidable subclasses as
in e.g. (Ramanujam and Suresh, 2005a).
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the assumption of synchronicity, that ETL can define more (security)
properties of the temporal structures.
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